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NetChain: A Blockchain-Enabled Privacy-Preserving
Multi-Domain Network Slice Orchestration

Architecture
Guobiao He , Student Member, IEEE, Wei Su, Shuai Gao, Member, IEEE,
Ningchun Liu, Student Member, IEEE, and Sajal K. Das , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Multi-domain networking slice orchestration is an
essential technology for the programmable and cloud-native
5G network. However, existing research solutions are either
based on the impractical assumption that operators will reveal
all the private network information or time-consuming secure
multi-party computation which is only applicable to limited
computation scenarios. To provide agile and privacy-preserving
end-to-end network slice orchestration services, this paper pro-
poses NetChain, a multi-domain network slice orchestration
architecture based on blockchain and trusted execution environ-
ment. Correspondingly, we design a novel consensus algorithm
CoNet to ensure the strong security, scalability, and information
consistency of NetChain. In addition, a bilateral evaluation mech-
anism based on game theory is proposed to guarantee fairness
and Quality of Experience by suppressing the malicious behav-
iors during multi-domain network slice orchestration. Finally,
the prototype of NetChain is implemented and evaluated on the
Microsoft Azure Cloud with confidential computing. Experiment
results show that NetChain has good performance and security
under the premise of privacy-preserving.

Index Terms—Multi-domain network slicing,
privacy-preserving, blockchain, TEE.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE 5TH Generation of Mobile Networks (5G) [1]
revolutionizes the communication service experience

and enables new applications in diverse domains such as
Tactile [2] and Industry Internet [3]. 5G introduces the
concept of network slice (NS), which is defined as an
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independent end-to-end (E2E) logical network running on
a shared infrastructure (i.e., compute, storage, connectivity
resources) capable of providing a negotiable service quality
agreed among its consumers and providers. NS is based on
NFV (Network Function Virtualization) and SDN (Software
Defined Networking), enabling the E2E provisioning of
network resources to meet vertical industries’ service require-
ments [4], [5]. Emerging scenarios call for an agile end to
end network slice orchestration across multiple administrative
domains in 5G [6], [7]. However, this faces many challenges
due to lacking trust such as privacy disclosure [8], [9], fair-
ness, inconsistent billing, etc [10]. To cope with the challenges,
various schemes are proposed, which can be classified as
traditional and blockchain-based solutions.

Traditional multi-domain network slice architec-
ture [11], [12], and [13] lacks privacy consideration.
Besides, all these solutions rely on a centralized authority
such as a broker to interchange complete network resource
information. However, in a real environment, network opera-
tors are unwilling to disclose their private network resource
information such as traffic matrices and prices, which may
allow their competitors to estimate their future bidding prices.
Moreover, the centralized authority faces single-point failure
risk or may conduct malicious behaviors during the network
slice orchestration. The work in [14], [15], and [16] are
the traditional privacy-preserving solutions. However, these
solutions are either based on weak privacy guarantee or time-
consuming MPC (Secure Multi-party Computation) which is
only applicable to limited computation scenarios. In addition,
there are no effective mechanism to guarantee the fairness
and suppress malicious behaviors during multi-domain slice
orchestration since network operators may overstate their
available network resource due to economic benefit.

Blockchain is an emerging technology and has been widely
employed to enhance the trust in the distributed system, which
has outstanding characters such as decentralization, tamper-
proofing, high security, etc. The work in [17], and [18]
are blockchain-based architectures for multi-domain slice
orchestration. However, both of them need all the admin-
istrative domains to transparently share the network status
information and lack privacy consideration. Moreover, both
of them are based on existing third party blockchain plat-
forms such as Ethereum [19] or Hyperledger Fabric [20], in
which the underlying consensus algorithm faces security risks
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or scalability challenges. The same as traditional solutions,
there is no effective mechanism to ensure QoE (Quality of
Experience)/QoS (Quality of Service) and fairness during
multi-domain slice orchestration in the current blockchain-
based architectures.

To cope with the security risks and challenges of cur-
rent solutions in multi-domain network slice orchestration,
this paper presents a privacy-preserving architecture called
NetChain based on blockchain and trusted execution environ-
ment (TEE). The design of NetChain is based on the key
observation that blockchain and TEE have complementary
properties [21]. Blockchain can enhance the trust between
multi-domain operators and the architecture cannot be con-
trolled by a single authority. TEE is adopted to guarantee
information privacy with high computing performance. To
ensure strong consistency, scalability, and security of NetChain
we propose a novel consensus algorithm called CoNet, min-
imizing the performance impact of a blockchain-enabled
architecture on multi-domain network slice orchestration.
Moreover, a bilateral evaluation mechanism based on game
theory is presented to ensure QoE/QoS and fairness by sup-
pressing malicious behaviors in the system, inspiring the
network operators to share their available network resources.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• A blockchain-enabled privacy-preserving multi-domain

network slice architecture called NetChain is presented,
eliminating privacy leak, security risks, and poor
QoE/QoS guarantee in the current solutions.

• A novel consensus algorithm is designed to guarantee the
strong consistency, scalability, and security of NetChain.

• A bilateral evaluation mechanism based on game theory
is proposed to ensure QoS/QoE and fairness during multi-
domain slice orchestration.

• NetChain is implemented and evaluated on Microsoft
Azure Cloud with confidential computing. The experi-
ment results show that NetChain performs well in privacy,
security, and performance.

The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. Section III introduces the proposed
NetChain architecture. The technical details of our novel con-
sensus algorithm are illustrated in Section IV. In Section V,
a bilateral evaluation mechanism based on game theory is
proposed to ensure QoE/QoS and fairness by suppressing mali-
cious behaviors during multi-domain network slice orchestra-
tion. The implementation and experiment results are given in
Section VI. Section VII discusses the advantages, limitations
and compatibility of NetChain. Finally, the conclusion and
future works are presented in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews the related work to the multi-domain
network slice orchestration, which can be classified as tradi-
tional and blockchain-based solutions.

A. Traditional Solutions

The work in [11] is a centralized multi-domain network
slicing orchestration architecture. However, it lacks pri-
vacy consideration, which makes the system difficult to

deploy in a real network [22]. Moreover, the centralized
architecture faces single-point failure risk. The centralized
service broker may conduct malicious behaviors to influence
the fairness during multi-domain network slice orchestration.
Mano et al. [14] employs secure multi-party computation
(MPC) for masking sensitive values during multi-domain
slice orchestration. However, it only focuses on minimizing
inter-infrastructure providers’ virtual network prices. Multi-
domain network slice orchestration factors are not only price,
but also others such as bandwidth, delay, etc. The general-
purpose MPC solutions are still complex and time-consuming.
Francescon et al. [15] presents a cross-domain service orches-
tration framework X-MANO. It introduces an information
model enabling each domain to advertise in a confidentially
preserving network information to an external entity such as
Federation Manager [15]. However, X-MANO can only pro-
vide a weak privacy guarantee since an external entity may be
malicious and violate the privacy promise. In addition, it relies
on a centralized Federation Manager to conduct cross-domain
orchestration, which faces of single-point failure risk.

Joshi and Kataoka [16] uses a multi-domain orchestrator
to deploy the SFC (Service Function Chain) across domains.
It is a centralized architecture, which faces single-point fail-
ure risks. Moreover, the lack of detailed resource information
about every domain makes the multi-domain SFC orchestra-
tion process more complicated and time-consuming. Finally,
there is no effective mechanism to cope with the malicious
behaviors, which may result in poor QoE/QoS.

B. Blockchain-Based Solutions

Rosa and Rothenberg [17] presents blockchain-based
decentralized applications for multiple administrative domain
networking. However, it needs all the administrative domains
to transparently share the network status information, which
lacks privacy consideration. In a real environment, the network
operators are unwilling to disclose their private network
information such as traffic matrices and prices, which may
allow their competitors to estimate their future bidding
prices. Besides, this approach is implemented on a third-party
platform Ethereum [19], the network resource sharing and
slice orchestration transaction processing performance may
be greatly influenced by the network situation of Ethereum,
resulting in poor QoS/QoE. For example, in 2017, the popular-
ity of the CryptoKitties game in Ethereum cause the network
to become heavily congested, slowing transaction processing
significantly.

Afraz and Ruffini [18] proposes the blockchain-based 5G
network slice brokering market. However, it also lacks pri-
vacy consideration. Besides, it is deployed on a third-party
platform Hyperledger Fabric [20] using Raft [23]. The Raft
consensus algorithm has poor scalability since the commu-
nication overhead increase exponentially with the increase
of network size. Therefore, the performance will decrease
sharply when the network size is large. The typical appli-
cation scenarios of Raft are only limited to dozens of
nodes. Besides, the leader selection process is fixed and can
be predicted in Raft, which makes it vulnerable to DoS
attacks.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Missouri University of Science and Technology. Downloaded on February 21,2023 at 22:14:46 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 1. NetChain architecture.

III. NETCHAIN ARCHITECTURE

A. Requirements in Multi-Domain Slice Orchestration

We fully analyze the requirements in multi-domain slice
orchestration as follows.
• Privacy-Preserving: Privacy-preserving is necessary to

prevent private information disclosure during multi-
domain slice orchestration.

• Full Decentralization: To eliminate the security risks
in centralized architecture such as single point failure,
manipulation attack, etc, multi-domains slice orchestra-
tion architecture must be full decentralization.

• Tamper-Proofing and Consistency: The multi-domain
slice orchestration information should be tamper-proofing
and consistency.

• Fairness and QoE/QoS: It is critical to guarantee the fair-
ness and QoE/QoS in multi-domain slice orchestration by
suppressing malicious behaviors in the system.

• High Security: It is important to design a multi-domains
slice orchestration architecture that have inherent ability
to mitigate DoS attacks, Sybil attacks, etc.

• High Scalability: High scalability is a crucial factor to
aggregate more network administrative domains to share
network resources.

• Fast Provision: The multi-domain slice orchestration pro-
cess must be agile to meet the latency requirements of
the emerging applications.

B. Security Threats in Multi-Domain Slice Orchestration

NetChain is a privacy-preserving multi-domain slice orches-
tration architecture based on blockchain and TEE, which must
also protect from attacking to NetChain itself, threatening the
security of multi-domain slice orchestration. Security threats
that need to be defended are as follows.

• Sybil Attacks: An adversary creates many pseudonyms to
disrupt the network and influence the system security.

• Network Partition Attacks: In a network partition attack,
an attacker can isolate a set of nodes to impede the con-
sensus or intercept network traffic. In NetChain, we need
to ensure that the system cannot be controlled by the
adversary even under network partition attacks.

• DoS Attacks: DoS attacks are typically accomplished by
flooding the targeted server or resource with superfluous
requests in an attempt to overload systems and prevent
some or all legitimate requests from being fulfilled.

• Malicious Attacks: An attacker in control of a fraction
of nodes may conduct malicious attacks such as tamper-
proofing, replay attacks, etc.

C. Overview of NetChain

To meet the requirements and cope with security threats
during multi-domain network slice orchestration, NetChain
introduces following techniques. A NetChain node is added in
each network administrative domain to in charge of network
slice orchestration. Then, a management authentication list
maintains a white list of network operators information to
prevent Sybil attacks. Third, NetChain adopts TEE to guar-
antee the information privacy and a distributed enclave key
generation system to produce enclave keys. To enhance the
security, scalability and consistency of the architecture, we
design a novel consensus algorithm CoNet. To guarantee
fairness and QoE/QoS, a bilateral evaluation mechanism based
on game theory is presented. Finally, the SDN and NFV con-
figuration translation module is added to translate the output of
multi-domain slice orchestration results into executable SDN
and NFV configuration.

The workflow of multi-domain network slice orchestration
in NetChain is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Authorized licensed use limited to: Missouri University of Science and Technology. Downloaded on February 21,2023 at 22:14:46 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Fig. 2. NetChain Node Components.

(1) First, each application enclave in NetChain node gets a
public and private key pair from the enclave key generation
system during initiation.

(2) Then, the enclave will then create an attestation report
for the initial state of multi-domain network slice orchestration
enclave using Intel Attestation Service (IAS) [24].

(3) Before sending a multi-domain network slice request,
the slice consumer will verify the remote attestation report to
make sure that the enclave environment and all the application
data inside the enclave are safe and trustworthy.

(4) If the remote attestation succeeds, the slice con-
sumer then sends the multi-domain network slice orchestration
request to the corresponding NetChain node based on a secure
Transport Layer Security (TLS) channel.

(5) After receiving the request, the NetChain node conducts
network slice orchestration based on the decrypted multi-
domain network resource status information. The encrypted
network slice orchestration result is broadcast to all NetChain
nodes for consensus.

(6) After the consensus, the slice orchestration result (i.e.,
required bandwidth, storage, and computing capacity in each
domain) will be stored in the blockchain with the encryption
format, which can only be decrypted inside the enclave.

(7) The output of slice orchestration results are trans-
lated into the executable SDN and NFV configuration file by
translation module. The NFV Management and orchestration
(MANO) and SDN controller will establish a multi-domain
network slice based on corresponding configuaration file.

(8) After the end of the multi-domain network slicing ser-
vice, NetChain will start bilateral evaluation in Section V to
guarantee fairness and QoE/QoS of the service.

D. NetChain Node Components

NetChain node is the most critical entity in NetChain, which
is in charge of multi-domain network slice orchestration.
NetChain node components are illustrated in Fig. 2, including

a quoting enclave, multi-domain network slice orchestration
enclave, multi-domain status information enclave, and their
corresponding ledgers stored in blockchain.

Quoting Enclave: Quoting Enclave is used to generate an
attestation quote for application enclave, proving to a remote
party that application software inside the enclave is intact and
trustworthy. After enclave’s initialization, it generates a new
public-private key-pair within the enclave and creates an attes-
tation report that summarizes enclave and platform state. The
attestation report includes an SHA-256 hash of the entire appli-
cation code and the corresponding library that is supposed
to run in the enclave, which is sent to the quoting enclave.
The Quoting Enclave authenticates the report and converts the
body of the attestation report into a quote and signs it with
the Intel Enhanced Privacy ID (Intel EPID) key provided by
Intel Attestation Service (IAS) [24]. This quote indicates that
application enclave is indeed a genuine and trustworthy SGX
enclave running the code it claims, which is passed to remote
entities off the platform for verification.

Multi-Domain Network Slice Orchestration Enclave: The
multi-domain network slice orchestration application and its
corresponding code library are stored in the enclave, executing
multi-domain network slice orchestration based on the latest
network status information. Any change of the multi-domain
network slice orchestration application and its corresponding
code library needs the consensus of majority administrative
network providers. The network slice orchestration results con-
taining slice owner, life-circle, and the corresponding network
resource needed in each administrative domain are encrypted
and broadcast to the network for consensus. After the con-
sensus, the encrypted network slice orchestration results are
stored in blockchain. Then, the slice orchestration results are
translated into the executable SDN and NFV configuration file
by translation module in each administrative domain. Finally,
SDN controller and NFV MANO will deploy the network
resource and NFs in each administrative domain according
to the corresponding configuration file.

Multi-Domain Network Status Information Enclave: Multi-
domain network status information enclave maintains a latest
and consistent privacy-preserving network status information
repository. The network status information within the enclave
will be updated in each round after the consensus. The
multi-domain network status information enclave exposes an
interface to the multi-domain network slice orchestration
enclave for accessing the latest network status information,
guaranteeing the consistency of network status information and
fairness during slice orchestration.

Blockchain Ledger: There are three types of information
stored in the blockchain, including the attestation, encrypted
multi-domain network slice orchestration information, and
encrypted network resource status information. The attesta-
tion information is stored in the blockchain, proving to a
local or remote party that the application of multi-domain
network slice orchestration inside the enclave is intact and
trustworthy. As the attestation information is transparent and
tamper-proofing, the remote verifier can make an informed
trust decision about the behavior of the network slice orches-
tration application inside the attested enclave. Multi-domain
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network slice orchestration information such as the owner
of the network slice and the involved network resource
information will be encrypted and stored in the blockchain,
which could be decrypted in the network slice orchestration
enclave. The encrypted network resource status information
(e.g., the available storage, computing, bandwidth capacity,
network resource price) will be broadcast to the network
and stored in the blockchain, which can be decrypted in the
multi-domain network status information enclave.

E. Enclave Key Generation System

The enclave keys are critical to guarantee the privacy of
the multi-domain orchestration and network resource status
information. However, the TEE enclave faces several security
risks such as side-channel attacks. Once the TEE enclave of a
NetChain node is compromised, all the previously confidential
information will be leaked. In addition, if the enclave keys are
lost, the data inside it can never be decrypted.

To eliminate the risks, Distributed Key Generation
(DKG) [25] protocol is adopted in NetChain to generate appli-
cation enclave keys. The DKG protocol allows a set of n nodes
to collectively generate a secret with its shares spread over the
nodes such that any subset of size greater than a threshold t can
reveal or use the shared secret, while smaller subsets do not
have any knowledge about it. DKG is byzantine-fault tolerant
and confidential preserving. Moreover, the DKG committee
members can be dynamically expanded without changing the
secret by using proactive secret sharing [26].

To get the keys from DKG, a NetChain node establishes
secure channels and authenticates itself with the DKG mem-
bers. After verification, NetChain node collects t outcomes
from DKG, constructing the secret and public key. The pub-
lic keys of all enclaves will be broadcast to the network,
encrypting the data across enclaves. TEE enclave key gen-
eration system could run in the TEE environment, which
follows the policy that only the application enclave can get
the secret shares of DKG and the members of DKG cannot
get the secret shares of others. The application enclave will
conduct remote attestation before collecting the secret shares
form DKG, ensuring that the running environment of DKG is
safe.

F. Management and Authentication List

Without the access control mechanism, the malicious
network resource providers may launch Sybil attacks by cre-
ating a large number of pseudonymous identities to threaten
consensus security. To prevent this from happening, NetChain
introduces the management and authentication list as an access
control mechanism, which contains a white list of network
resource provider information.

The formation of the management authentication list is as
follows. First, each NetChain node produces a pair of private
and public key. The multi-domain network slice orchestra-
tion enclave and network status enclave get a pair of public
and private key from the enclave key generation system.
Then, all the public keys as unique identities for authen-
tication are broadcast to the network. The format of the

management certification list is defined as follows, M =
[Nid ,Pk ,E

s
pk ,E

n
pk ,Hm ]. Here, Nid is the identity of network

resource providers, and Pk is the corresponding public key.
E s
pk and En

pk are the public key of slice orchestration enclave
and network status enclave respectively. Hm is the hash of the
management authentication list. Finally, the management and
authentication list will be stored in the blockchain, which will
be updated when the corresponding information is changed.
Each network resource provider maintains a consistent view
of the management and authentication list to prevent malicious
nodes from joining the system.

G. Transaction Format of NetChain

There are three types of blockchain ledger in a NetChain
node. Correspondingly, there are also three types of trans-
actions, including network slice transaction, network status
transaction, and attestation transaction.

Multi-Domain Network Slice Transaction: Multi-domain
network slice transaction records the corresponding orches-
tration information, and its format is designed as follows.
SIGi [Trans-type, PKslice , Life-circle, NFs, Bill, SLAs,

QoS/QoE, Trans-fee, Timestamp].
Three types of transactions for multi-domain network slice

are identified by Trans-type, including creation, update, and
revocation. PKslice is the public key of a network slice con-
sumer. Life-circle is the life circle of multi-domain network
slice. NFs are the specific network functions of a network
slice. The Bill is the billing information of the corresponding
NFs cost. The SLA (Service-Level Agreement) defines the con-
tract between a slice consumer and a network service provider,
including the requirements of latency, bandwidth, price agree-
ment, etc. QoS/QoE is the requirements of Quality of Service
or Quality of Experience, including throughput, latency, frame
loss ratio, etc. Trans-fee is added as the cost of network slice
operation, which is an incentive mechanism to inspire multi-
domain network resource provider to deploy the NetChain and
can also mitigate the malicious network slice operation attacks.
The accurate generation time of transactions is recorded by
Timestamp to prevent replay attacks.

Network Status Transaction: Network status transaction is
used to synchronize network status information such as avail-
able bandwidth, latency so that the multi-domain network slice
is orchestrated based on the latest network status transaction.
SIGi [PKpro , D-ID, Adj-ID, Ingress P-ID, Egress P-ID,

Ba , Hop-latency, Ca , Sa , Timestamp].
PKpro is the public key of a network service provider. D-ID

and Adj-ID are the network device identity and the adjacent
network device identity, which can be a switch, router, or
server. Ingress P-ID and Egress P-ID are the ingress and egress
port identity in a network device. Ba is the available band-
width capacity in a network link. Hop-latency is the packet
forwarding latency in a switch or router. For server, Ca is the
available computation capacity and Sa is the available stor-
age capacity. Timestamp records the accurate time of network
status transaction.

Attestation Transaction: The attestation transaction con-
tains the quote information for remote attestation, which is
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stored in the blockchain to prevent any single party such as
IAS maliciously from changing the attestation information.
Currently, attestation transaction adopts Intel SGX quote
format.
SIGEPID [MRENCLAVE, MRSIGNER, ISVPRODID,

ISVSVN, ATTRIBUTES, User-data].
When the enclave code/data pages are placed inside the

Enclave Page Cache (EPC), the CPU calculates the enclave
measurement. It is a 256-bit hash that identifies the code
and initial data to be placed inside the enclave, storing this
value in the MRENCLAVE register. After an enclave suc-
cessfully initialized, the CPU records a hash of the enclave
author’s public key in the MRSIGNER register, which is the
identity of enclave author. The enclave author also assigns
a Product ID (ISVPRODID) to each enclave, allowing the
enclave author to segment enclaves with the same enclave
author identity. Besides, the enclave author assigns a Security
Version Number (ISVSVN) to each version of an enclave,
which reflects the security property level of the enclave,
and should monotonically increase with improvements of the
security property. ATTRIBUTES illustrates the enclave mode
such as debug mode. User data allows to establish a secure
channel bound to the remote attestation process so that a
remote server may provision secrets to the entity that has been
attested.

H. Block Format of NetChain

In NetChain, the multi-domain orchestration transaction
repository is stored in blockchain in the form of blocks. Each
block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block,
a timestamp, and network slice orchestration information as
transaction data. The block formats is shown as follows.
Br = SIGi [Type, r, V, Ri , Pc

i , Qr−1, H (Br−1), Me , Sa
h ,

S s
h , Sn

h , Mh , Ts , Tx ].
In NetChain, there are three types of blocks identified by

Type, including the attestation, network slice orchestration, and
network status information block. Here, r is the round num-
ber since the consensus algorithm runs in rounds. To ensure
the evolvability of the block format, V is used to distin-
guish the version of block format. We introduce Ri as the
network resource contribution value and Pc

i as the credibility
of network resource provider i to quantify its contribution. In
every round, a certain number of NetChain nodes are randomly
selected to participate in the consensus process based on a ran-
dom seed Qr−1. Each block contains the hash H (Br−1) of the
previous block, in which Merkle root hash Me of transactions
is adopted to guarantee the data integrity. In NetChain, the
latest status of information of blockchain ledger is cached in
the NetChain node to guarantee high accessing performance.
Therefore, the hash Sa

h , S s
h , Sn

h , and Mh are used to ensure
latest state integrity of the attestation, slice orchestration,
network status, and management certification list information
in the blockchain. The accurate generation time of a block
is recorded by a timestamp Ts to prevent replay attacks. All
the multi-domain slice orchestration operations such as cre-
ation, update, and revocation are recorded in blockchain as
transactions Tx .

IV. DESIGN OF CONSENSUS ALGORITHM

The consensus algorithm is critical for the performance and
security of a blockchain-based system, which can be divided
into four types: PoW, PoS, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant
(PBFT), and hybrid consensus. We need to fully analyze
whether or not these consensus algorithms can be directly used
in a multi-domain network slice orchestration architecture.

PoW and PoS are commonly adopted in open blockchain
systems such as Ethereum and Bitcoin. PoS and PoW both
work in a fintech setup and have high security. Both of them
can mitigate Sybil attacks based on computing power or money
(stake) respectively, it is extremely hard for the attacker to
gather a large portion of computing power or tokens in the
system to launch Sybil attacks. However, PoW and PoS run
in open systems, an attacker can maliciously create a large
number of Sybil nodes with new node IDs to disrupt the
network, threatening system security. Besides, The PoS needs
all the participants to deposit a lot of stakes (money), and PoW
will consume a lot of electricity and computing power. Hence,
a blockchain-based multi-domain network slice orchestration
architecture based on PoW or PoS is costly, making it difficult
to deploy in a real environment. Last but not least, PoW and
PoS face forking risks, which may lead to data inconsistency
and security risks [27].

PBFT and its variants are most commonly used in permis-
sioned blockchain systems such as Honey Badger [28] and
Hyperledger [20]. However, they have poor scalability and
face security risks. The performance of PBFT and its vari-
ant decreases exponentially as the number of consensus nodes
increases. The typical application scenarios of PBFT are lim-
ited to a few or no more than dozens of nodes. Besides, the
leader selection process in PBFT can be predicted, which is
vulnerable to DoS attacks.

Elastico [29], ByzCoin [30], Omnileder [31], and
Algorand [32] are the latest hybrid consensus algorithm.
However, Elastico relies on PoW and faces performance chal-
lenges [29]. Byzcoin uses Schnorr collective signature to
improve consensus performance, which has a high fail prob-
ability during consensus [30], [33]. Algorand is designed for
cryptocurrency and its security is based on easily manipu-
lated money. Omniledger is also designed for cryptocurrency
and uses different shardings to store different blocks, while
each node in multi-domain network resource sharing and slice
orchestration architecture needs to maintain a full view of
the whole transaction repository. Thus, it is not suitable for
multi-domain network slice orchestration architecture.

In conclusion, the current consensus algorithms face secu-
rity risks or scalability challenges and cannot be directly
adopted in a blockchain-enabled multi-domain network slice
orchestration architecture. Therefore, we need to design
a novel consensus algorithm, minimizing the performance
impact of blockchain on multi-domain network slice orches-
tration and enhance the security of our proposed architecture.

A. Overview of Consensus Algorithm CoNet

The design of CoNet is inspired by the consensus algo-
rithm of PBFT, [34] and [35], in which the leader is
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randomly selected based on credence value and a penalty
mechanism is adopted to suppress malicious behaviors. We
do some revision according to the specific requirements of
multi-domain network slice orchestration scenario. First, we
replace the credence value with network resource contribu-
tion value to inspire all the network operators to share their
resource since more network resource contribution value indi-
cates more economic benefit. The credibility value between
0 and 1 is proposed to quantify the trusted network resource
capacity since network resource providers may overstate its
available network resource capacity. Then, we delete the
penalty mechanism to improve consensus performance to
meet agile requirements of multi-domain slice orchestration.
Correspondingly, a bilateral evaluation mechanism is designed
in Section V to guarantee the fairness and QoE by constraining
the malicious behaviors in the system. Finally, we continue to
adopt BLS [36] collective signature to improve the consensus
performance, while leader in BLS is randomly selected based
on trusted network resource contribution value to enhance
security.

The proposed consensus algorithm CoNet is derived from
PBFT and the consensus procedure is very similar to it.
The only differences contain the following aspects. CoNet
introduces the BLS signature to improve the consensus
performance and a certain number of participants, not all
of them, to participate in consensus to improve scalability.
Besides, the leader and consensus members in CoNet are ran-
domly selected rather than fixed, which cannot be predicted
in advance to enhance consensus security. PBFT is a typi-
cal asynchronous consensus that works in weak synchrony
assumption, i.e., a message can be received within a known
maximum delay. PBFT can convergence in a known maximum
delay as long as there are more than 2f + 1 honest nodes in
the system (f is the number of malicious nodes ), and the
proof is shown in [37]. Therefore, CoNet can also converge
in a known maximum delay and the proof of convergence is
the same as PBFT.

B. Design of CoNet

1) Consensus Member Selection: The CoNet executes in
rounds. In each round, a certain number of NetChain nodes
called consensus members will be randomly selected to
participate in the consensus process to improve scalability
and security. The more consensus members, the safer the
system. Meanwhile, consensus performance such as latency
and throughput will decline as more consensus members are
added. Therefore, the number of consensus members needs
make a balance between security and performance according
to the requirements of the multi-domain slice orchestration
scenario.

At the beginning of each round, each NetChain node runs
the function (1) to determine whether it is selected as a
consensus member or not.

.H (SIGi (r ,Ri ,P
c
i ,Qr−1,H (Br−1))) ≤ pc , (1)

where

pc =
Nc

n
. (2)

Here, r is the round number since the consensus executes
in rounds. Ri and Pc

i are the network resource contribution
value and the credibility of the NetChain node i. Qr−1 is the
random seed in the last round, guaranteeing the randomness of
consensus member selection process in order to prevent DoS
attacks. The probability pc of a NetChain node being selected
as a consensus member is the same, as illustrated in (2). Nc is
the number of consensus members and n is the total number
of NetChain nodes.

2) Leader Selection and Block Proposal: In blockchain, the
node must synchronize the data from a unique data source to
ensure consistency. Leader selection is used to select a unique
data source, so that other nodes synchronize information
from it. Therefore, leader selection is critical in the con-
sensus process, which largely determinines the security and
performance.

.H (SIGi (r ,Ri ,P
c
i ,Qr−1,H (Br−1))) ≤ pl , (3)

where

pl =
Rc
i

SR
, (4)

SR =
n∑

i=1

Rc
i , (5)

Rc
i = Ri ∗ Pc

i , (6)

Ri = pc ∗ C a
i + ps ∗ Sa

i + pl ∗ La
i . (7)

In CoNet, the leader is randomly selected based on (3).
The probability of a NetChain node being selected as a leader
is decided by trusted network resource contribution value Rc

i
and the overall trusted network resource contribution value
SR , as is illustrated in (4). The higher the trusted network
resource contribution value, the higher the probability of being
selected as the leader. In a real network environment, the
network resource contribution value will normally be decen-
tralized when there are many network providers sharing their
available network resources. Even if the resource contribution
value is centralized, it can only influence the economic ben-
efit of the provider and does not affect system security. The
system security is still decided by the majority consensus of all
network resource providers, not by the resource contribution
value. There may be several NetChain nodes selected as lead-
ers simultaneously, the one with the smallest hash will be the
leader. Here, the credibility of a network resource provider
Pc
i is introduced to quantify the credibility of correspond-

ing network resource providers since they may overstate their
available network resource. Pc

i is defined in Section V. As is
shown in (7), the Ri consists of available computing resource
C a
i , available storage resource Sa

i , and available link band-
with La

i . Their corresponding price pc , ps , and pl are used to
quantify the network resource value.

The leader assembles multi-domain slice orchestration
transactions into a block and produce a corresponding BLS
collective signature. Consensus members will make consen-
sus about the proposed block with a BLS collective signature.
After consensus, it will be stored in blockchain.

Qr = H
(
SIGi

(
Qr−1,r

))
. (8)
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Algorithm 1 CoNet Consensus Algorithm
1: Initialize: r = 1, Qr = random number;
2: while TRUE do
3: if clock = 0 then
4: Cmember ← Consensus_Member_Sortition()
5: Cleader ← Consensus_Leader_Sortition()
6: Cleader proposes a block
7: end if
8: if clock = (0, 2λ) then
9: Cmember verify the block

10: if Verification = True then
11: return Verification vote to the Cleader
12: Cleader produces a BLS signature of verification votes ←

BLSsign();
13: Qr = H (SIGi (Qr−1, r))
14: else
15: Leader_reselection vote
16: Broadcast()
17: end if
18: end if
19: if clock = (2λ, 4λ) then
20: Cmember verify the collective signature of verification vote
21: if Verification = True then
22: return next-round vote to the Cleader
23: Cleader produces BLS signature of next-round votes ←

BLSsign();
24: else
25: Leader re-selection vote
26: Broadcast()
27: end if
28: if received ≥ 2f + 1 leader_reselection votes then
29: return to clock = 0 and reselect a new leader
30: end if
31: end if
32: if clock ≥ 4λ then
33: Cmember verify the BLS signature of next round votes
34: if Verification = True then
35: clock = 0
36: r = r + 1
37: else
38: Leader re-selection vote
39: Broadcast()
40: end if
41: else
42: if received ≥ 2f + 1 leader reselection votes then
43: return to clock = 0 and reselect a new leader
44: end if
45: end if
46: end while

In each round, the random seed Qr will be renewed based
on the signature of the consensus leader and the random seed
in the last round. The leader and consensus members are
randomly selected and changed based on random seed every
round, which cannot be predicted in advance to ensure system
security.

C. Workflow of CoNet

The consensus is used to guarantee the consistency of the
multi-domain slice information repository. The consensus in
NetChain executes in rounds based on period λ, guaranteeing
that all the transactions and blocks will be received within
a period of time. If λ is small, many NetChain nodes may
not yet receive the message and result in consensus failure.
Otherwise, the consensus latency will be long and result in
poor performance. Therefore, λ should be carefully deter-
mined according to the network size. Each NetChain node
keeps a timer which resets to 0 when a new round begins.
The workflow of consensus is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

Initialization: When NetChain starts for the first time, the
round number are initialized to 1. Qr is a rand number known
to all NetChain nodes. The random seed can be generated
from a trusted randomness beacon or a distributed randomness
generation protocol such as RandHound [38]. We assume that
the multi-domain slice orchestration transactions have been
broadcast to the network in advance. f is the maximum number
of malicious nodes that the system can tolerate.

(1) Clock = 0: In each NetChain node, the clock will be
reset to 0 after received a BLS collective signature of the
next-round votes, which indicates that new round begins. Each
NetChain node will run the hash sortition function to randomly
select the consensus members and leader.

(2) Clock = (0, 2λ): The NetChain node being selected as
the leader assembles all transactions into blocks and broadcast
them to the network. All the consensus members will send a
verification proof with signature to the leader after verified the
proposed blocks. If there is no block proposed or the leader
proposes a malicious block, the verification is false. Then, con-
sensus members will produce a leader reselection vote, which
is similar to the view change in PBFT.

(3) Clock = (2λ, 4λ): After receiving more than ≥2f + 1
consensus members’ verification proof with signature, the
leader will produce a BLS collective signature for the proposed
block and broadcast it to the network for final confirmation.
The consensus members will verify the corretness of BLS col-
lective signature of verification votes and produces next-round
vote to the leader after verification. If the verification is false,
consensus members will produce a leader_reselection vote. If
there are ≥2f + 1 leader reselection votes, the consensus will
return to clock = 0 and reselect a new leader.

(4) Clock ≥ 4λ: The leader will produce a BLS collec-
tive signature for the next round votes, which indicates that
at least ≥2f + 1 have been ready for the next round. After
receiving a BLS collective signature for the next round votes,
the NetChain node will turn into the next round. If there are
≥2f + 1 leader reselection votes, the consensus will return to
clock = 0 and reselect a new leader.

V. DESIGN OF BILATERAL EVALUATION MECHANISM

BASED ON GAME THEORY

In multi-domain slice cooperation architecture, multi-
domain network service providers may conduct malicious or
selfish behaviors due to economic benefits. For example, the
network service provider may overstate its available network
resources (network, storage, and computing) or provide less
network resources for users, resulting in the violation of SLA
and the degrading of QoE/QoS. Therefore, there is network
resource capacity gap between the provided resource capacity
and the user’s experienced network resource capacity such as
the bandwidth, etc [39]. The network slice user and domain
network service provider may not always agree with each other
on the provided network resource capacity, which is the key
factor to ensure QoE/QoS of multi-domain slice.

To prevent this from happening, NetChain presents a bilat-
eral evaluation mechanism based on game theory in Fig. 3,
which introduces credibility and reputation value to quantify
the trust of a slice user and network resource provider. The
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Fig. 3. Bilateral Evaluation Mechanism.

credibility and reputation value is decided by each other’s
cumulative evaluation, which will directly influence their eco-
nomic benefits. Therefore, both of them want to maximize
their benefits by maximizing their credibility and reputation
value. The key insight of bilateral evaluation is to let the
network resource gap between slice user and network resource
providers reach Nash Equilibrium, eliminating the network
resource capacity gap and suppressing the malicious behaviors
in the system.

Pc
i =

k∑

κ=1

(
ωκ ∗ Pc

i ,κ

)
+ ωk+1 ∗ Pc

i ,k+1, ωκ+1 > ωκ, (9)

where

Pc
i ,κ = 1/

(
1 + γ ∗ e−α∗Pr

i,κ

)
, (10)

k =
⌊ r
ν

⌋
. (11)

As is shown in (9), Pc
i is the credibility of a network

resource provider i, which is the sum of Pc
c,κ in each time

period. Pc
c,κ is decided by its reputation value Pc

r ,κ defined
in (10). In (10), NetChain uses the sigmoid function to map the
reputation value Pr

i ,κ into a probability Pc
i ,κ, (0 < Pc

i ,κ < 1),
α is the step size. Here, γ is used to ensure that the credi-
bility value of Pc

c,κ cannot reach to 1 in a short time since
the network resource providers may be turn to negative in
contributing their network resource once its credibility value
of Pc

i ,κ reach to 1. To inspire that the network resource
provider will continue to contribute the network resource with-
out conducting malicious behaviors, the time from the system
initiation to the current time is equally divided into the same
period of ν. The total number of previous time periods is k,
which is defined in (11). We take the integer part of the lower
boundary of k, ensuring that it is an integer. Credibility weight
ωκ are assigned in chronological order. The closer to the cur-
rent time period κ+ 1, the greater the credibility weight ωκ.
For example, ωκ+1= 2/3; ωκ = (2/3)2 ,. . . , ω1 = (2/3)k .
This can ensure that NetChain credibility is mainly decided
by accumulative bilateral evaluations in several latest time
periods, inspiring them to continue to contributing network
resource. The time period is quantified by a certain range of
rounds ν since NetChain executes in rounds. For example,
ν = 100, 000, i.e., the period is 100,000 times the consensus

latency. The r represents the monotonically increasing round
number.

S c
j =

k∑

κ=1

(
ωκ ∗ S c

j ,κ

)
+ ωk+1 ∗ S c

j ,k+1, (12)

where

S c
j ,κ = 1/

(
1 + γ ∗ e−α∗S r

j ,κ

)
. (13)

Similar to the definition of network resource provider,
in (12) and (13), S j

c is the credibility and S r
j ,κ is the reputation

value of a slice user j.

Pr
i ,κ = Pr−1

i ,κ + S c
j ∗ e−β∗

(
Pcp
i,κ−Scp

j ,κ

)
, P

cp
i ,κ ≥ S

cp
j ,κ, (14)

S r
j ,κ = S r−1

j ,κ + Pc
i ∗ e−β∗

(
Pcp
i,κ−Scp

j ,κ

)
, Pcp

i ,κ ≥ S cp
j ,κ, (15)

where

Pcp
i ,κ − S cp

j ,κ = pc ∗
(
C cp
i ,κ − C cp

j ,κ

)
+ ps ∗

(
S cp
i ,κ − S cp

j ,κ

)

+ pl ∗
(
L
cp
i ,κ − L

cp
j ,κ

)
. (16)

The bilateral evaluation mechanism based on game theory
is illustrated in (14) and (15). After the multi-domain network
slicing service is completed, the slice user and the service
provider will evaluate each other. In each bilateral evaluation,
reputation value increment of network resource provider Pr

i ,κ
is decided by the credibility of slice user and the network
resource capacity gap, i.e., the subtraction of network resource
capacity provided by provider P

cp
i ,κ and network resource

capacity measured by slice user S cp
j ,κ. β is the step size,

influencing the reputation value increment. Vice versa, the rep-
utation value increment of slice user S r

j ,κ in each bilateral
evaluation is decided by the credibility of network provider
and the network resource capacity gap. Correspondingly, the
network resource capacity gap is explicitly shown in (16),
including the computation capacity gap, storage capacity gap,
and bandwidth gap quantified by its corresponding price.

Δ = P
cp
i ,κ − S

cp
j ,κ = arg max Pr

i ,κ. (17)

Δ = Pcp
i ,κ − S cp

j ,κ = arg max S r
j ,κ. (18)

As is shown in (17) and (18), both of slice user and network
resource provider want to maximize their benefits by maxi-
mizing their credibility and reputation value. The smaller the
network resource capacity gap, the closer the reputation value
is to 1 in each bilateral evaluation. In a real network envi-
ronment, a user tends to choose a network resource provider
with the higher reputation value to ensure the QoE of network
slice, this prompts each network resource provider to get the
highest reputation value by minimizing the network resource
capacity gap. On the other side, the multi-domain slice user
also tends to maximize its influence to the network resource
providers and maximize its reputation value by minimizing
the network resource capacity gap. Therefore, the best strat-
egy will be Δ = P

cp
i ,κ−S

cp
j ,κ = 0, reaching Nash Equilibrium if

both of them are rational. The bilateral evaluation records will
be stored in blockchain, which are transparent and tamper-
proofing. The bilateral evaluation mechanism is conducted
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after the end of the slice life circle, which does not influence
the performance of multi-domain orchestration. The mecha-
nism could greatly suppress the malicious behaviors of users
and network resource providers during multi-domain network
slice orchestration, guaranteeing the QoE/QoS and fairness.
At the same time, the bilateral evaluation mechanism will
inspire the network resource provider to consistently share
their available network resource.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

The prototype of NetChain is implemented based on the
Microsoft CCF platform [18], using Open Enclave SDK. To
simulate a realistic and globally distributed deployment, we
deploy the NetChain prototype on 4 Microsoft Azure’s confi-
dential computing virtual machines distributed in the eastern
United States and western Europe. Each VM (DC4s_v2) is
confugured with 4 vCPU, 16G memory, and 30G Solid-
State Drive. We measure the latency and network bandwidth
between VMs using a network performance measurement tool
Iperf. The bandwidth between VMs is about 1.8 Gbits/sec
within the same region and 0.3 Gbits/sec across different
regions on average. The communication latency is about
2ms within the same region and about 86ms across differ-
ent regions. In the experiments, λ = 86 ms to guarantee
that all the messages can be received within λ, which can
be adjusted according to the network slice in a specific envi-
ronment. The overall number of NetChain nodes simulated by
the VMs varies from 4 to 18, evaluating the performance with
the changes of network size. Each NetChain node represents
a network resource provider in real environment. Besides, we
evaluate the security of NetChain and compare it with existing
baseline solutions.

A. Performance Evaluation

1) Multi-Domain Slice Orchestration Latency: Multi-
domain slice orchestration latency reflects the time required
from sending network slicing requests to storing the cor-
responding results in the blockchain, including the network
slice orchestration latency and the consensus latency. The
smaller the latency, the more frequently multi-domain slice
orchestration transaction can be processed. We evaluate the
multi-domain slice orchestration latency performance with
the changes of network size, i.e., the node number changes
from 4 to 18. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4,
the latency increases with the increment of network size
since it needs more time to make consensus and orches-
trate the multi-domain network resource. The multi-domain
slice orchestration latency is less than 4s when there are 18
NetChain nodes participating in consensus.

To ensure the scalability of NetChain, we present a novel
consensus algorithm called CoNet which randomly selects a
certain number of nodes to participate in the consensus pro-
cess, not all of them. Therefore, NetChain can scale up to
hundreds of nodes without trading off too much performance.
Currently, the major telecom operating companies located in
different countries in total are less than one hundred. As a
result, NetChain can aggregate the available network resources

Fig. 4. Multi-domain network slice orchestration latency in NetChain.

Fig. 5. Multi-domain network slice orchestration throughput in NetChain.

of operators around the world, providing agile end-to-end
multi-domain slice orchestration service globally.

2) Multi-Domain Slice Orchestration Throughput:
Throughput reflects the maximum rate of multi-domain slice
orchestration requests that can be processed in NetChain.
The higher the throughput, the more requests can be pro-
cessed per second. The same with latency, we evaluate the
multi-domain slice orchestration latency performance with the
changes of network size. The experimental results are illus-
trated in Fig. 5, the throughput decreases as the increment
of network size since it needs more time to make consensus
and orchestrate multi-domain network resources.The multi-
domain slice orchestration throughput is more than 1,500 when
there are 18 NetChain nodes participating in the consensus.
Network slicing is a logical and customized network running
on the same shared physical infrastructure. The network slice
request per second is sparser in a real network environment,
especially for the multi-domain network slice. Therefore, the
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throughput performance of NetChain is good enough to meet
multi-domain network slice requirements.

B. Security Evaluation

1) Consensus Security Analysis: In a blockchain-based
system, consensus security is critical for system security. To
ensure the scalability of NetChain, we presents a novel con-
sensus algorithm which randomly selects a certain number of
nodes to participate in consensus process, not all of them. In
asynchronous consensus protocols, 3f + 1 is the minimum
number of replicas that allow an asynchronous system to pro-
vide the safety and liveness properties when up to f replicas
are faulty. We assume that the proportion of malicious nodes
is p, and the number of malicious nodes is n*p. Therefore,
the system has no chance to be controlled by the adversary
if n ∗ p ≤ 2Nc/3. However, the consensus process may fail
when there are more than one-third Nc malicious nodes in the
system. We need to fully analyze the relationship between the
number of consensus members Nc and overall number n in
influencing the probability of consensus failure or controlled
by the adversary. The consensus failure probability Cf is illus-
trated in (19). Correspondingly, the system can be controlled
by the adversary if 2Nc/3 ≤ n ∗ p, and the probability that
the system is controlled by the adversary is shown in (20).

Cf =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, n ∗ p < Nc/3
∑n∗p

i=Nc/3

C i
n∗p∗CNc−i

n−n∗p
CNc

n
, Nc/3 ≤ n ∗ p ≤ 2Nc/3

∑2Nc/3
i=Nc/3

C i
n∗p∗CNc−i

n−n∗p
CNc

n
, 2Nc/3 ≤ n ∗ p

(19)

Cc =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, n ∗ p ≤ 2Nc/3
∑n∗p

i=2Nc/3

C i
n∗p∗CNc−i

n−n∗p
CNc

n
, 2Nc/3 ≤ n ∗ p ≤ Nc

∑Nc

i=2Nc/3

C i
n∗p∗CNc−i

n−n∗p
CNc

n
, Nc ≤ n ∗ p

(20)

We conduct simulation to analyze consensus failure proba-
bility with the changes in network size. The parameter settings
are as follows, Nc = 2n/3,Nc/3 ≤ n ∗ p ≤ 2Nc/3,n =
18, . . . , 288 to simulate different network size. The simulation
result is shown is Fig. 6 , and we can find that the consensus
failure probability decreases with the number of network size
increases. The more nodes in total, the lower the probability of
consensus failure probability and the safer the system, when
the proportion of malicious nodes is fixed. To guarantee that
there is no probability that the system can be controlled by the
malicious attacker, we need to ensure n ∗p < 2Nc/3. In addi-
tion, the Nc should be adjusted according to malicious node
number n*p in a real environment to make a balance between
system performance and security.

2) The Effectiveness of Bilateral Evaluation Based on Game
Theory in Ensuring QoE/QoS and Fairness: In the existing
solutions, there is no effective mechanism to ensure QoE/QoS
and fairness during multi-domain network slice orchestration.
Our proposed NetChain presents a bilateral evaluation mech-
anism based on game theory to ensure QoE/QoS and fairness
by suppressing the malicious behaviors during multi-domain

Fig. 6. Consensus failure probability changes with network size when the
proportion of malicious nodes is fixed.

Fig. 7. Effectiveness validation of bilateral evaluation mechanism.

network slice orchestration. The network resource capacity gap
is a critical parameter in reflecting whether or not a network
resource provider conducts malicious behaviors such as over-
state its available network resource. The network resources
capacity gap directly affects the credibility of the network
resource providers, thereby affecting their economic interests.
The credibility of the slice user is similar to the network
resource provider. Therefore, both of them want to maximize
their benefits by maximizing their credibility and reputation
value. The key insight of bilateral evaluation is to let the
network resource gap between slice user and network resource
providers reach Nash Equilibrium 0.

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed bilateral eval-
uation mechanism based on game theory in suppressing mali-
cious behaviors and eliminating the network resource capacity
gap, we conduct the following simulation. The parameter set-
tings are as follows, γ = 10, α = 2, Pr

i ,κ = 0, S c
j = 0.8.

we adjust β ∗Δ = 2, 3, 4, 6 to simulate the different network
resource capacity gap scenarios. As is illustrated in Fig. 7,
the credibility of network resource provider increases very
slowly with the accumulation of bilateral evaluation times if
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF NETCHAIN AND EXISTING BASELINE SOLUTIONS

the network resource gap is big such as β ∗Δ = 6. Otherwise,
i.e., β ∗Δ = 2, the credibility will increase exponentially as
the accumulation of bilateral evaluation times. The parameter
credibility directly influences the economic benefit in a real
environment. In theory, the network resource gap will be 0,
reaching Nash Equilibrium based on game theory. Therefore,
the bilateral evaluation mechanism based on game theory is
effective in suppressing malicious behaviors.

C. Comparison of NetChain With Existing Baseline Solutions

As is shown in Table I, we compare the NetChain
with existing baseline blockchain-based multi-domain network
slice orchestration solutions in terms of latency, through-
put, security, scalability, and privacy-preserving. The solu-
tion [17] and [18] are built on existing blockchain platforms
Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric respectively.

Latency and Throughput: Latency and throughput
performance reflect the processing ability of multi-domain
network resource slice orchestration transaction. The
performance of [17] and [18] is evaluated when there are 5
nodes or organizations participated in consensus. The latency
of NetChain is less than 4s, which is about 3.5s and 0.5s
on average when there are 18 and 5 nodes participating in
the consensus. Therefore, the latency of NetChain is less
than [17] with 7s and similar to [18] with 0.5s. However,
the [18] is built on Raft-based Hyperledger Fabric, in which
the latency and throughput performance will decrease sharply
with the increase of network size. The throughput of NetChain
is larger than 1,500, which is better than [17] with dozens of
transactions per second and [18] with 100 transactions per
second respectively. In conclusion, NetChain performs well
both in latency and throughput.

Security: Consensus security is critical for a blockchain-
based system. The solution in [18] is based on Raft consensus
in which the leader selection process is fixed, making it vul-
nerable to DoS attack. Besides, Raft cannot tolerate malicious
behaviors. The solution in [17] relies on Ethereum, which is
based on PoW and Ethereum 2.0 will move to PoS. Although
PoS and PoW both work in a fintech setup and have high
security, they still face forking risks that may result in data
inconsistency. The forking probability is based on the propor-
tion of malicious computing power or malicious stake. The
forking probability of PoW in bitcoin is P = 0.0002428 [40],
when the proportion of malicious computing power is 0.1.
The PoS is similar to PoW, and the only difference is that
PoS is based on stake (money). Forking is very harmful to the
fairness and security of multi-domain network slice orchestra-
tion. The consensus of NetChain is derived from PBFT, which

is non-forking since the consensus is based on the voting of
majority nodes.

PoW and PoS can mitigate Sybil attacks based on comput-
ing power or money (stake), respectively. It is extremely hard
for the attacker to gather a large portion of tokens or com-
puting power to launch Sybil attacks. However, PoW and PoS
run in an open system, an attacker can still maliciously create
a large number of Sybil nodes with new node IDs to disrupt
the network, threatening system security. NetChain presents
an authentication and access control mechanism to prevent
Sybil attacks. In NetChain, the consensus member and a leader
are randomly selected and changed every round to enhance
security. Moreover, NetChain proposes a bilateral evaluation
mechanism based on game theory to ensure QoE/QoS and
fairness by suppressing malicious behaviors in the system.

Scalability: The solution [17] is built on Ethereum, which
have good scalability. The solution in [18] is based on Raft
consensus, which has poor scalability. Raft needs all the nodes
in the system to participate in consensus, in which the com-
munication overhead increase and the performance decrease
sharply as the increment of the number of nodes. Different
from Raft, NetChain randomly selects a certain number of
nodes as consensus members in each round to participate in
the consensus, not all of them. Besides, NetChain introduces
BLS signature during the consensus process to reduce com-
munication overhead and improve the performance. Therefore,
NetChain performs well in scalability.

Privacy-Preserving: Both of solutions in [17] and [18] need
all the network resource providers to transparently share their
private network resource information, lacking privacy consid-
eration. NetChain uses TEE to provide a privacy-preserving
environment for multi-domain network slice orchestration
information, eliminating the privacy concern of network
resource providers to share their available network resource
and making NetChain easily to be deployed in a real
environment.

VII. DISCUSSION

This section provides a full discussion about the advantages
of NetChain compared with the existing solutions. Moreover,
we analyze the limitations of SGX-based privacy-preserving
solution and the potential alternative in the future. Finally, we
discuss the compatibility design of NetChain.

A. NetChain’s Advantages Compared With Existing Solutions

Privacy-Preserving With High Performance: The current
privacy-preserving multi-domain slice orchestration solutions
are either provide weak privacy protection or based on time
consuming MPC [41] which is only applicable to limited
scenarios. NetChain is based on TEE to provide privacy-
preserving and agile multi-domain slice orchestration, which
has fundamental advantages compared with the current solu-
tions. TEE can provide a fully isolated environment called an
enclave that prevents other software applications, the operating
system, and the host owner from tampering with or learning
the state of an application running in the TEE. The remote
authentication in TEE can ensure that the data passed into
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the SGX through the encrypted channel will be processed
according to the network slice consumers’ and operators’
expected policy, ensuring that the information is not leaked.
TEE is based on hardware and can guarantee the information
privacy in NetChain with high performance.

High Scalability and Security Without Relying on Any Third-
Party: The current blockchain-based multi-domain network
slice solutions simply rely on existing third-party platforms
such as Ethereum or Hyperledger Fabric, which face faces
security risks or scalability challenges. For example, Ethereum
adopts PoW as the consensus algorithm and is moving to
PoS in the future. Although PoS and PoW both work in
a fintech setup and have high security, they still face fork-
ing risks. Indeed, PoW and PoS can mitigate Sybil attacks
based on computing power and money (stake), respectively.
It is extremely hard for the attacker to gather a large por-
tion of tokens in the system to launch Sybil attacks. However,
Ethereum runs in an open system, an attacker can still mali-
ciously create a large number of Sybil nodes with new node
IDs to disrupt the network, threatening the system secu-
rity. Besides, the PoS needs all the participants to deposit
a lot of stakes (money) and PoW will consume a lot of
electricity and computing power. Hence, a blockchain-based
multi-domain network resource sharing and slice orchestration
architecture based on Ethereum is costly, making it difficult
to deploy in a real environment. Finally, if a multi-domain
network slice orchestration architecture is built on a third-
party blockchain platforms such as Ethereum, the transaction
processing performance will be greatly influenced by their
network situation, resulting in poor QoS/QoE. For example, in
2017, the popularity of the CryptoKitties game in Ethereum
causes the network to become heavily congested, slowing
transaction processing significantly.

Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned blockchain system,
which is commonly based on Raft or PBFT. However, both
of them has poor scalability and the performance decreases
exponentially as the number of consensus nodes increases. The
typical application scenario of them is limited to only a few
or no more than dozens of nodes. Indeed, we can only choose
a small consortium of nodes from a large number of distinct
operators to participate in governance and consensus in multi-
domain network slice orchestration architecture. However, if
only a small number of operators participated in the consensus,
they may conduct malicious behaviors, affecting the fairness
and credibility of the system. Fairness and credibility are cru-
cially important for a multi-domain network slice orchestration
architecture. Therefore, we insist that all the operators should
have a chance to participate in the governance and consensus.
Besides, the leader selection process in PBFT is fixed and can
be predicted, making it vulnerable to DoS attacks.

In conclusion, to ensure stable transaction processing
performance and reduce the security attack surface, we insist
that a multi-domain network slice orchestration architecture
should not rely on any third-party blockchain platform. To
cope with challenges and risks in the current blockchain-based
solutions, NetChain presents a novel consensus algorithm
CoNet, which randomly selects a certain number of nodes to
participate in consensus to guarantee scalability and security.

Fig. 8. Compatibility design of NetChain.

Moreover, a bilateral evaluation mechanism based on game
theory is proposed to guarantee fairness and QoE by suppress-
ing malicious behaviors in the system. Therefore, the proposed
NetChain performs better in terms of security and scalabil-
ity, compared with the current blockchain-based multi-domain
network slice orchestration solutions.

B. Limitations of SGX and Future Alternatives

Limitations of SGX-Based NetChain: NetChain is based on
the assumption that SGX must be trusted, which provides a
fully isolated environment that prevents other software applica-
tions, the operating system, and the host owner from tampering
with or even learning the state of an application running in
the TEE. However, most of the Intel SGX implementation is
not transparent to the customer. Therefore, it is hard for the
customer to verify the correctness of the implementation and
fully trust Intel SGX. Besides, several other challenges remain
unaddressed such as side-channel attacks and secure I/O.

Future Privacy-Preserving Alternatives: In the future, the
open-source TEE project such as Keystone [42] may be a
potential alternative solution to cope with the challenges and
security risks in Intel SGX. Keystone is based on open-source
hardware ISA RISC-V [43], in which the implementation
can be verified and trusted. Besides, the combination of
TEE and MPC can provide a stronger and more flexible
privacy-persevering solution since they have complementary
properties. TEE can be used to ensure the security of MPC,
while MPC can be adopted to enhance the privacy of TEE.

C. Compatibility Consideration

Compatibility is critical for the widespread deployment of
NetChain. Therefore, NetChain is designed as an overlay
architecture and can be incrementally deployed, which needs
no changes in the northboud and southbound interface of SDN
controller and NFV MANO.

The compatibility design is illustrated in Fig. 8. There
is a NetChain node added in each network administrative
domain, which is in charge of a multi-domain network slice
creation, update, and revocation. The NetChain node orches-
trates an end-to-end multi-domain slice based on the available
multi-domain network status information when it receives
the request from a slice consumer. Moreover, an SDN and
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NFV configuration translation module is designed, translating
the end-to-end network slice orchestration output information
into executable SDN and NFV configuration files. Finally,
the multi-domain network slice will be created based on
the SDN and NFV configuration files by the corresponding
SDN controller and NFV MANO. For example, in ONOS
(Open Network Operating System) [44], the multi-domain
slice orchestration output will be the input of the ONOS appli-
cation to configure SDN switch through OpenFlow in the
network layer. For the NFV controller such as Tacker, the
multi-domain slice orchestration output will be sent to Tacker
through REST API. Then, the Generic VNF Manager and an
NFV Orchestrator will deploy operate Network Services and
Virtual Network Functions on the NFV infrastructure.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a privacy-preserving multi-domain
slice orchestration architecture called NetChain based on
blockchain and TEE, eliminating the security risks and chal-
lenges such as privacy disclosure, single-point failure, and
no effective mechanism to ensure QoE/QoS in existing solu-
tions. A novel consensus algorithm is designed to enhance the
security and scalability of the architecture. Moreover, a bilat-
eral evaluation mechanism based on game theory is proposed
to ensure QoE/QoS and fairness by suppressing malicious
behaviors during multi-domain slice orchestration. Finally, the
NetChain is implemented and evaluated on the Microsoft
Azure Cloud with confidential computing. The experimental
results show that NetChain has good performance and out-
performs the current blockchain-based solutions in terms of
privacy-preserving and security.

For future work, we plan to combine the advantages of TEE
and MPC to provide stronger privacy-persevering and decen-
tralized trustworthy multi-domain network slice orchestration.
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